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Our mission is to accelerate the move to a decarbonised future.

400+ 
experts and consultants

5 
continents 

20
years of experience in 
sustainability consultancy
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We work with you through each step of your Net Zero journey

6www.carbontrust.com



Who we work with
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Increasingly frequent extreme weather events 
and international climate-related policies are 
directly impacting global economies 
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Following COP27, current policies & action put us on 
a pathway to a global average temperature rise of 2.7ºC but 
there is still uncertainty around the shape of this pathway
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Source: Climate Action Tracker https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/



For companies, the SBTi describes the end goal of Net Zero 
and the journey towards achievement

1. Near-term science-based target

2. Long-term science-based target

3. Beyond value-chain mitigation

4. Neutralisation

Source: Science Based Targets initiative
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https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/Net-Zero-Standard.pdf


Because climate risks are different to traditional risks, they are more 
difficult to manage
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Systemic Non-Linear

Expected Irreversible

Climate change affects all 
of society across all 
sectors and geographies

Past trends are not 
necessarily strong 
predictors of future 
outcomes

Outcomes are dependent 
on short term actions, 
with certainty that 
significant change will 
materialise

Once we move beyond 
certain thresholds, risks 
will be permanent and 
often self perpetuating
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Example climate risks and opportunities
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Policy and legal
Carbon pricing mechanisms, adopting energy efficiency-

solutions,, climate-related litigation claims

Technology
Development and use of renewable energy, battery storage, 

carbon capture. 

Market
Shifts in supply and demand for certain commodities, products 

and services

Reputation
Reputational risk tied to changing customer or community 

perceptions of an organisation's climate mitigation contributions

Resource efficiency
Improving energy efficiency across production and distribution 
services, buildings, machinery, transport, waste management

Energy source
Shifting energy usage toward low emission energy sources could 
save on annual energy costs

Products & services
Innovation and development of new low-emission products could 
improve competitive position and capitalise on shifting consumer 
& producer preference

Markets
Accessing new markets through collaboration with governments, 
development banks, communities working to shift to a lower-
carbon economy. Financing green bonds and infrastructure

Acute physical

Chronic physical

Event driven, for example cyclones, hurricanes, or floods

Longer-term shifts in climate patterns that may cause sea level 
rise or chronic heat waves

Resilience
Developing adaptive capacity through improving efficiency, 
designing new production processes, developing new products



The TCFD was created to set a common standard 
on climate risk and opportunity assessment

The Framework includes 11 types of climate-related risks 
and opportunities that impact companies’ financials…

…and guidance on reporting them 
against four pillars

TCFD = Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures



The TCFD forms the basis of climate risk-related areas of 
other disclosure frameworks and regulation

• Standard for non-financial information 
disclosures created by the IFRS

• Likely mandatory for all reporters subject 
to IFRS, date TBC

• Fully adopts TCFD framework

• Requirement for non-financial information 
disclosures created by the EU (EU only)

• Mandatory in Europe from 2025 for 
certain companies on 2024 financial year

• Based on the TCFD framework but 
requires further information



1. External risk drivers

Policy and 
regulation

Innovation & 
technology 

breakthroughs

Consumer 
behaviour shifts

Physical impacts 
of climate change

Our approach for assessing climate-related risks and opportunities 
considers the interplay of three dimensions

2. Business value chain stages

Raw materials Production
Transport & 
packaging

Sales
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Transition risks

Policy & legal

Technology

Market

Reputation

Physical risks

Acute

Chronic

Opportunities

Resource efficiency

Energy sources

Products/Services

Markets

Resilience

3. Climate scenarios

Illustrative only

Procurement and 
production costs

Operating costs

Financing investments

Revenues

Asset valuations



Our recommended approach consists of the following key 
steps, which are tailored to the specific organisation’s needs
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Identification of risks 
and opportunities

1

Prioritisation of 
material risks and 
opportunities

2

In-depth financial modelling for 
priority risks and opportunities3

Risk response identification and metrics & targets4

Reporting support5

Indicative timeline 

Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6

Likely covered in TCFD 
disclosures to date

Next steps…



Steps 1 and 2 will allow companies to produce a 
comprehensive list of climate risks and opportunities (CROs), 
per TCFD category and value chain stage
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Upstream Operations Downstream Other

Upstream 
logistics

Procurement
Product 
design

Manufacturing
Downstream 

logistics
Sales

Finance & 
investors

1. Policy & legal risk 1 3 3 1 • Carbon prices & CBAM
• Regulation on plastics

2. Technology risk 1 • Stranded assets

3. Market risk 3 2 1 2 1
• Increasing energy prices
• Carbon credits prices
• Insurance prices

4. Reputation risk 1 1 • Investor demands

6. Chronic physical 
risk

1 1 • Water scarcity

7. Resource 
efficiency opp.

2 1 1 • Route optimisation
• Dry factories

8. Energy source 
opp.

2 • Increased solar capacity

10. Markets opp. 1 2 • Low carbon products
• Generation of carbon credits

Example output for global dairy company

Overview of Risks and Opportunity
[Please note this is not the full list]



In Step 3 a selection of CROs are taken forward to estimate the 
financial impact on the value driver

20

Current Policies Net Zero

Cumulative savings, €m, 
2022-2050

1.05 75.14

Av. yearly savings, €m, 
2022-2050

0.04 2.59

Av. yearly VaS as % of 
2022 profit before tax

0.15% 3.79%

Gross Savings

Example Opportunity: Procurement of less carbon intensive fuels reduces the impact of energy price increases

Example output based on previous client project



The financial impact of risks and opportunities can be 
mitigated through business strategy and key metrics and 
targets can be used to track progress

Technology 
innovation

Innovate 
production 
processes and 
raw materials 
usedGross 

VaS

Net 
VaS

Immediate 
action

Reduce direct 
emissions and 
energy 
consumption

Product & 
service shift

Transition from 
products and 
services that 
contribute to 
problem to those 
that are part of 
the solution, 
explore 
circularity

Third party 
engagement

Engage 
suppliers, 
logistics, 
customers and 
governments to 
decarbonise

Monitoring & 
adaptation

Move away from 
areas at risk 
early and cost 
effectively
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Transition Planning
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• The TPT Framework is designed to be consistent with, and 
build on, the final climate-related disclosure standard (IFRS 
S2) issued by the ISSB

• The TPT Disclosure Framework provides a gold standard 
transition disclosure framework.

• TCFD includes a recommendation to prepare Transition 
Plans in the updated Implementation Annex.

An increasing number of organisations are making public commitments to reach net zero. However, 
existing transition plans vary in detail and quality, limiting the ability of stakeholders to assess their 
credibility.



Transition Planning
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Transition Plan Taskforce Disclosure Framework
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Transition Planning
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Transition Plan Taskforce Disclosure Framework



A Net Zero Roadmap lies at the heart of a transition plan

AdvocacyTraceability
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Climate Leadership Innovation

Regulation Investment

Roadmapping allows companies 
to comply with the increasing 
scrutiny of Net Zero transition 
plans

Providing investors with certainty 
and credibility that your company is 
well positioned in the transition to a 
low carbon economy

A Roadmap models wide-ranging 
business model changes which 
frequently unlock internal 
innovation. 

Target roadmapping underpins 
confident external 
communication of climate 
leadership to customers, 
investors and suppliers.



A Net Zero Roadmap includes four key elements
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Net Zero 

Context 

The Net Zero Context 
includes industry trends 

and best practice and the 
conclusions from any 

previous mitigation work.

Reduction 

Strategy

The Reduction Strategy 
include all the actions 

required to deliver against 
target and the detailed 

modelling results behind 
each reduction lever.

Roadmap 

Catalysts

The Catalysts are the key 
initiatives that will enable 

you to realise the 
reductions in your Net Zero 

Roadmap. 

North 

Star

The North Star is a visual 
Roadmap of the key 

milestones in the Net Zero 
Strategy for confident 

internal or external 
communication.



The Net Zero Context defines your ‘why’ of the Roadmap
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In the Net Zero Context, the Carbon Trust often includes:

Brand potential

Developing a Net Zero 
Roadmap is key to 
credibly communicating 
the sustainability 
credentials of your 
brand.

Policy and compliance

A credible Net Zero 
Roadmap is increasingly 
mandated by regulators as 
the central part of a 
transition plan.

Strategic opportunity

The Net Zero transition unlocks 
some business opportunities in 
low carbon markets. A 
Roadmap will focus on joint 
decarbonisation and financial 
value.

Competitive positioning

A Net Zero Roadmap will 
create a best practice plan 
to compete with 
competitors’ positioning 
on climate action. 

We work collaboratively to define the context for the Roadmap that will resonate best with stakeholders to generate 
buy-in, alignment and ownership.
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A Roadmap models the decarbonisation strategies to reach a 
climate target

Baseline 
emissions

Growth

Uncontrollables

Product 
Design and 
Innovation

Supply Chain 
Improvements

Downstream 
Engagement

Do Nothing 
Result

Scenario 
Result

Science-
based target

Example Output



STRATEGY AND PLANNING

We collaborate with clients to evaluate and quantify the impact 
of decarbonisation levers across the full value chain 
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Organisational (Scope 1&2)

Value Chain (Scope 3)

Energy management

Operational & process 
efficiency

Renewable energy 

Technology 
investment & upgrade

Upstream
(Embodied emissions)

Downstream
(Use phase & EOL)

Supply chain 
decarbonisation

Management & 
processes

Sourcing Product design

Business model 
design

Sourcing

Product portfolio / 
offering



Organisational (Scope 1&2) decarbonisation levers 
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Energy management

Operational & process 
efficiency

Renewable energy 

Technology 
investment & upgrade

Management & 
processes

Sourcing

Energy management 
systems, MM&T

Process redesign Asset procurement

Green energy, PPA 
sourcing

Logistics & transport 
fleet

Logistics & transport 
fleet



Scope 3 decarbonisation levers
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Supply chain 
decarbonisation

Product design

Business model 
design

Upstream
(Embodied emissions)

Downstream
(Use phase & EOL)

Material 
substitution

Product energy 
efficiency

Product recyclability
Dematerial-

isation / 
lightweighting

Circular business model
(Refurb/reman; renting; servitisation)

Supplier decarbonisation

Choice of supplier

Product portfolio / 
offering

Choice editing
Product substitution

Smart 
specification

Sourcing
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Continuously 
improve

Set science-based 
and Net Zero targets

Reduction strategy

Supplier Engagement 
Programme

To identify and prioritise key suppliers to engage with to 
improve the quality of the footprint and to drive 

reductions to help achieve reduction targets

1) Identify
2) Engage & 
Collect data

3) Reduce

Integrate carbon management into Procurement Processes

Deliver

Measure

Set targets 

In supply chain, we support companies implement engagement 
programmes to improve data and drive decarbonisation



Enablement Scale-Up Transformation

Targets

Operational and 
strategic 
changes

Working with our 
supply chain

Moving to 
circularity

Roadmap 
enablers

The North Star is a roadmap of milestones to reach your Net 
Zero target
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Net Zero by 
2050 across all 
scopes

Reduce Scope 1 
& 2 emissions by 
25% by 2025 

1.5°C-aligned 2030 
target across all 
scopes

100% renewable 
energy for all 
owned 
operations

30% reduction in 
air freight by 2030

Reduction in 
unsold stock 

Commitment to 
industry climate 
initiatives

Developing rental 
models for key 
brands

Implement take back 
schemes in all 
markets by 2030

Waste reduction 
in the supply 
chain

Drive sector 
change on end-
of-life circularity

Working with 
suppliers to obtain 
footprinting data

50% of suppliers 
use low carbon 
fuel by 2030

100% renewables 
in value chain by 
2050

Committing to 
maintaining a Net 
Zero value chain

Example Output



The Catalysts consist of four categories to operationalise the decarbonisation strategy

Actions and initiatives

Recommendations on the near-term actions and initiatives that will enable the Roadmap to be realised. This 
could for instance concern value chain engagement, procurement policy or joint industry programmes. 

Roadmap funding 

Advising on best practice in transition plan financing as well as financing mechanisms that your value chain can 
make use of. 

Governance and monitoring
Advising on best practice governance principles and decarbonisation monitoring practices to embed 
accountability for the Net Zero transition across the business. 

The Roadmap Catalysts define the priorities to operationalise
the decarbonisation strategy

36

Footprinting and data infrastructure

Recommendations around data collection and evaluation as well as footprinting practices to ensure the data 
infrastructure is in place to deliver the Roadmap.

The Catalysts are designed to provide practical recommendations and considerations for a best 
practice transition plan. The most relevant Catalysts for your business will be focused on. 



Example: Taylor Wimpey Transition Plan
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EXAMPLE

Source: Taylor Wimpey



Key stages along the company’s journey
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EXAMPLE

Source: Taylor Wimpey



The company’s transition plan defines actions across the 
its value chain…
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EXAMPLE

Source: Taylor Wimpey



…underpinning a reduction pathway to Net Zero
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EXAMPLE

Source: Taylor Wimpey
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Closing remarks 

43www.carbontrust.com



Thank you for 

listening
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